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1 Introduction

The process of segmenting medical images (MRI/CT) is difficult and
time consuming. Separatrix segmentation can provide a fast image seg-
mentation using low computing resources, but requires finding critical
points in images (discrete domain). We want a well defined discrete
analogue of the Hessian test to determinate if a critical point is a local
minimum, maximum or saddle.

2 Image segmentation
Image segmentation is the process of partitioning the image into ob-

jects with respect to some characteristic eg colour, intensity, texture. We
segment medical images in order to identify/study anatomical structures,
diagnose diseases, locate tumours and other pathologies.

Separatrix segmentation concept can be traced back to the work of
1Cayley in 19th century. It requires identifying critical points in the im-
age and constructing separatrices as ascending (ridges) and descending
(valleys) slope lines are generated from the saddle points. 5The method
to identify extremum and saddle points relates to the nearest neighbour-
hood only. The relationship between the grey value of a pixel and the
grey values of its neighbours (whether each difference is positive, nega-
tive or zero) is analysed and according to the number of sign changes
critical points are identified. If we have no sign changes (all posi-
tive or all negative) then the point is an extremum, a maximum if all
signs are negative, a minimum if all are positive. More than four sign
changes identify a saddle point. Separatrix theory is closely related to
2,3,4watershed segmentation which has been used widely in recent years.

There are issues in defining critical points consisting in different
number of saddles due to different grids and different choice of near-
est neighbourhood. The goal is to compute a rigurous notion of critical
point regardless of pixel shape (rectangular, hexagonal, triangular) and
regardless of the number of neighbours

Figure 1. 5Separatrix segmentation on hexagonal pixels image.

2 A rigurous discrete Hessian method

Consider: the MRI scan as the projection uh of the smooth function
u : Ω ∈ R2→ R In the pixelated image τ we are using the distributional
derivative
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6We mesh the image into triangulated elements We construct: V = space
of piecewise linear functions ψn over triangulated elements (n=vertex)
We estimate the ∇uh gradient based on these basis functions ψn. Once

we know estimated gradient G[uh] we can calculate the zeroes x0 of
G[uh] and the derivative DG[uh](x0)
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3 Results for 2D function and first results on images

Figure 2. Critical

points calculated from zeroes of G[uh]

Figure 4. Original im-
age (cropped) for which we calculate critical points

Figure 5. Critical
points of the original image

Further work: implementing new boundary conditions for images
and constructing separatrices to enable automatic segmentation.

This technique has been tested in our laboratory on digital, grey scale
images (eg. MRI) due to our interest field. I believe this method could
be eventually extended to coloured images and/or other domains.
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